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 LASER LIGHT DISPLAY TO CELEBRATE PHI’S DELIVERY  

A great start to the festive season: the team of Royal Huisman is pleased to 

announce the official delivery of PHI. Her innovative exterior lighting, 

powered by lasers, marks the stunning features of what is the world’s longest 

motoryacht - by far - in the sub-500 GT category. There is no doubt that PHI 

will turn heads wherever she goes, as her spectacular design is guaranteed 

to leave a lasting impression on all who catch sight of her. 

 

 
 

PHI showing her innovative exterior lights – powered by lasers – 

at Royal Huisman’s non-tidal deepwater facilities in  Amsterdam 

[video: click here for a link] 

https://vimeo.com/654451059/da702c2173
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PHI is a 58.5m / 192ft magnificently sensuous fast displacement motoryacht, with exterior 

design from the drawing board of Cor D. Rover; interior design by Lawson Robb, and 

naval architecture by Van Oossanen Naval Architects. From the outset, the brief for PHI 

was clear: her very experienced and 

visionary owner wanted a scheme that 

was complex, layered, intellectual and 

brave, woven together by a narrative 

that can be shared and discovered as 

you move through the yacht: an 

interior as never seen before.   

 

Her owner was also very clear about 

another aspect. “Two boats are better 

than one,” and this is why PHI, on her 

travels, will be accompanied by PHI Phantom, a shadow vessel which carries the same 

DNA as her bigger “beauty queen” sister. As a result, PHI is free to offer significantly more 

exterior and semi-interior entertainment area on the aft deck than conventional designs. 

The upper deck is entirely dedicated to the owner’s penthouse. A lot of precious extra 

premium space: Guy Booth, the owner’s representative of PHI, estimates that PHI would 

need to be a 90m / 295ft project in order to facilitate the same configuration if on board a 

single yacht.  

  

Engineering and building PHI’s sleek, low hull and superstructure profile appeared well 

outside the comfort zone for some yards. But Royal Huisman had already delivered over 

thirty low-profile and unique, award winning sailing superyachts, so was not intimidated by 

the prospect of fitting the required complex motoryacht systems and technology into the 

streamlined envelope of this yacht. The Royal Huisman team has all the knowledge and 

experience at hand to explore, develop and optimize the ideas of the owner, designers 

and architect into tailormade solutions and, truth be told, delighted in the challenge to 

create this breathtaking yacht!  
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PHI’s innovative exterior lights – powered by lasers – were jointly developed for PHI by 

Royal Huisman and Fibr8.com. Apart from being a magnificent feature that will create 

great interest wherever PHI chooses to display it, the system throws practical benefits into 

the mix, as well. It leaves no unsightly gaps (as do the more common LEDs, which are 

more prone to failure, also) and is maintenance friendly. Exterior laser lighting is set to be 

the next trend in lighting and is part of the wide range of innovations available to Royal 

Huisman clients. 
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The delivery of PHI marks the beginning of a great adventure for her owner, family, friends 

and crew – and of the shipyard’s new role as a provider of services, assisting the crew as 

they continue to familiarize themselves with this unique motoryacht. Jan Timmerman, CEO 

of Royal Huisman, says: “The delivery is a moment of great pride for our team. It is also 

bittersweet, having to say farewell to PHI, as her creation has been part of our daily lives 

for several years. At the same time we know that PHI and her shadow vessel will conquer 

the oceans. We wish PHI’s owner and everyone onboard fair winds, following seas and a 

great experience – as enjoyed onboard every Royal Huisman superyacht.” 

 

END OF PRESS RELEASE 
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Editor’s notes 

 
Main data of PHI 

 The world’s longest motoryacht below 500GT (based on 

today’s classification rules) 

Type:  “Fast Displacement XL ® by Van Oossanen“ motoryacht 

General concept, exterior design & interior layout: Cor D. Rover  

Interior design: Lawson Robb 

Naval architecture: Van Oossanen Naval Architects 

Project management / owner’s representative:  Guy Booth  

Builder: Royal Huisman  

Length overall: 58.5m / 192ft 

Owner and guests accommodation 12  

Crew accommodation 11  

Speed: 12 knots normal cruise / 22 knots maximum  

Construction:  Aluminium  

Classification:  American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) - MCA  

Gross tonnage: Below 500 GT 

Shipyard reference: Royal Huisman project 403 

Fleet:  PHI Phantom (36m / 118ft; by Alia Yachts) with on deck 

storage for 12m / 40ft “Spirit of PHI”( by Spirit Yachts) 

tender, 11m / 37ft tender (by Axopar) with diesel 

outboards (by Cox Marine), a small car (Smart ForFour 

Electric), 4 jet skis and additional space for a sailboat or a 

submarine 

  

At this time no further details are available for publication. A full photoshoot with lots of photos 

and background information about PHI (and her fleet) can be expected in the near future.  
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PHI and her fleet 

 

Are two boats better value than one? 

A report into the support vessel concept by “The Superyacht Owner Report” can be found 

at the Royal Huisman website: please follow News > Inhuis stories & updates  

[click here for a link] 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.royalhuisman.com/are-two-boats-better-value-than-one/
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PHI’s design philosophy and the 

golden ratio of phi  

Cor D. Rover, responsible for PHI’s 

general concept, exterior design & 

interior layout, explains: “Rather 

than just building a large yacht on a 

so-called shipyard ‘platform’ to 

enjoy the pleasures of being at sea, 

the owner of PHI wanted to build a 

yacht with a profound underlying 

story, a deep-rooted knowledge 

that runs through all aspects of the 

yacht, from her exterior appearance 

all the way to internal experience.” 

Keen to read more about PHI’s 

design philosophy? Please visit the 

Royal Huisman website and follow 

News > Inhuis stories & updates  

[click here for a link] 

 

 

  

https://www.royalhuisman.com/phi-the-worlds-longest-motoryacht-below-500gt/
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About Royal Huisman and the spirit of individuality  

Some names need no introduction. To anyone who ever genuinely considered acquiring a 

luxury superyacht, references to Royal Huisman as the builder of those finest and most 

distinctive yachts in the regatta or marina will be a familiar experience. 

 

When admiring the build quality and attention to design detail on a particular yacht, the 

reply from its owner or crew “It’s a Royal Huisman!” is virtually regarded as self-

explanatory. Royal Huisman yachts are deemed unique in conception, quality and 

execution. Yachts that are rare, beyond compare. 

 

Quality, individuality, exclusivity. So, what is left to add? Perhaps just this – Royal Huisman 

continues to strive to make what is good, even better, and constantly looks to implement 

innovative ways to remain at the forefront of edgy and technologically-advanced design, 

engineering and production. Please discover more at RoyalHuisman.com 

http://www.royalhuisman.com/
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Royal Huisman orderbook  

A selection of current projects: 

• Newbuild project 404: 59.7m / 196ft high-performance sloop with retractable propulsion  

• Newbuild project 405: 46m / 151ft high-performance cruiser sloop 

• Newbuild project 406: 52m / 171ft sportfish motoryacht 

• Newbuild project 408: 65m / 212ft performance ketch 

• Huisfit project: refit of 55m / 180ft sailing yacht Adèle (Vitters) 

• Huisfit project: refit of 31m / 103ft carbon composite sloop Hevea (SW102DS) 

• Huisfit project: refit of HJB Athos (conversion outside and inside)  

• Huisfit project: refit of 37m / 122ft 1930-motorsailer Atlantide (full rebuild) 

 

 

Unique motoryachts by Royal Huisman 

Royal Huisman’s reputation has been largely built on a superlative portfolio of thirty-plus 

low-profile sailing superyachts. From classic to contemporary, from 30m to 90m+ / 100ft to 

300ft+, every single yacht is unique and tailor-made. But the yard’s legendary passion for 

perfection, expertise, quality, experience, 

flexibility and continuous innovation is not 

limited to sailing yachts. 

 

Just consider PHI (project 403; as 

presented in the main press release), and 

current motoryacht project project 406, a 

unique 52m / 171ft sportfish yacht that will become the largest of its kind in the world. The 

individual aspirations and challenges of both of these projects were deemed to be outside 

the comfort zone of some yards, but both owners presented their highly distinctive 

individual projects to Royal Huisman – where fresh opportunities for creative problem-

solving and innovation were enthusiastically welcomed.  Keen to learn more? Read on at 

the Royal Huisman website > News > Inhuis stories & updates [click here for a link]  

 

https://www.royalhuisman.com/unique-motoryachts-by-royal-huisman/
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High resolution illustrations   

Many images from this press release can be available on request via: 

Jurjen van ‘t Verlaat: jurjen@royalhuisman.com or +31 527 243131. 

 

mailto:jurjen@royalhuisman.com

